GET A PERSONAL DOCTOR, ON DEMAND

As a member of the New Jersey State Health Benefits Program / School Employees’ Health Benefits Program (SHBP/SEHBP), you have on-demand access to a personal doctor with R-Health. At R-Health, we care for you and your family as though you’re our own family. R-Health is available as an added benefit of the Horizon SHBP/SEHBP plans and does not require any changes to your health insurance.*

A DOCTOR WHO KNOWS YOU
At R-Health, your personal doctor knows you by your name, not as their 10:30 appointment.

CARE WHEN YOU NEED IT
Your health doesn’t follow a 9-to-5 schedule, so why should your doctor’s office? With R-Health’s same-day appointments, evening, and weekend hours, you can talk to your doctor whenever you want.

CARE HOW YOU WANT IT
Say goodbye to crowded waiting rooms and rushed appointments. Say hello to seeing your personal doctor for as long (or as short) as you want, in person or from home, thanks to our phone, video, and text visit options.

CARE AT NO COST
Visit with your personal doctor: $0.
EKG to check your heart. Still, $0.
7 days of antibiotics: Again, $0.
At R-Health, there are no co-pays or out-of-pocket costs, ever.

*Not available with HMO or High Deductible plans. Medicare retirees are also not eligible.

R-HEALTH LOCATIONS

R-Health Cherry Hill
1040 Kings Highway North, Suite 104
Cherry Hill, NJ | 856.528.4323

R-Health Ewing
34 Scotch Rd, Suite 1
Ewing, NJ | 609.498.7670

R-Health Hamilton
1601 Whitehorse Mercerville Rd, Suite 5
Hamilton, NJ | 609.631.3122

R-Health New Brunswick
205 Easton Ave, Suite 2
New Brunswick, NJ | 732.253.4402

R-Health Voorhees
Glendale Executive Campus
1000 White Horse Rd, Suite 202
Voorhees, NJ | 856.644.6428

R-Health West Orange
405 Northfield Ave, Suite 105
West Orange, NJ | 973.793.8006

R-Health Yardley
301 Oxford Valley Rd, Suite 1501
Yardley, PA | 215.826.3022

Institute for Medical Wellness
110 Marter Ave, Suite 408
Moorestown, NJ | 856.231.0590

CLAIM YOUR SPOT TODAY
www.r-health.md/nj

R-Health is independent from and not affiliated with Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey. Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ECIN001144 (0910)
DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...
WHAT SHBP/SEHBP MEMBERS ARE SAYING ABOUT R-HEALTH

“It’s the first time I feel that my doctor’s office is truly invested in my health. My doctor and his staff are responsive, proactive and supportive.”

“The staff and my doctor are always so welcoming and knowledgeable. I feel like their only patient.”

EARN YOUR NJWELL INCENTIVE WITH R-HEALTH

NJWELL is offering a $250 or more, depending on your health plan, wellness incentive to active SHBP and SEHBP members and their covered spouses or partners who participate in the state’s Direct Primary Care Medical Home program. Simply join R-Health, complete your annual physical with your R-Health doctor, schedule at least one follow-up appointment, and fill out your online health screening to earn your reward.

96% of R-Health patients had a wait time of 10 minutes or less to see their personal doctor.

65% of R-Health patients had a wait time of 10 minutes or less to see their personal doctor.
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65% Your personal R-Health doctor has 65% fewer patients than a typical doctor

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? WE HAVE ANSWERS.
CALL 800.797.1289
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